HOCHSCHULERSCHAFT AN DER
TECHNISCHEN UNIVERSITAT IN GRAZ
KCSRPERSCHAFT OFFENTLICHEN RECHTS

To
8010 Graz, Rechbauerstrage 12
Telefon-Nr . (0 316) 74 0 13

Woody Vasulka
R - 76

Bankverbindung : CreditanstaltBankverein Graz Nr . 88-67384/00

Box 100

Santa Fe
87 501

I

New Mexico

Unser Zeichen: KulturreferatringanneZ
Graz,am

11 .1 .1985

Dear_
what we want to do, is to organize a video - festival in
GRAZ

(Styria - Austria) . Despite the fact that we don't know

exactly where to get the money from we want to present Woody
Vasulka life .
We wish all referents to bring the tapes with them, they need
to support their arguments .

(Otherwise WE have to rent them.)

We thought that you could read a paper on "the technical evolution of computer - graphics - video and arts" or about "young
and old american video-artists" or / and show your own works .
Date : 16th to 19th may 1985
Place : School of Technology in Graz, Austria
So, if you want, please inform us, what you can /want to speak
about, which tapes you'll show (how long they'll last), and
about the money . . .
Thanks for any kind of help and information that could complete
or extend the programm .

Best regards

G7oody Vasulka
R-76

8010 Graz, Rechbauerstrage 12
Telefon-Nr . (0 316) 74 0 13

box loo

Santa Fe - New Mexico

Bankverbindung :
CreditanstaltBankverein Graz Nr . 88-67384/00

87 5o1

Unser Zeichen:
Graz, am

Dear Woody ( and Steina )

Kul . Ref . /Zinganel
28 .Jan .1985

,

something about the video-festival in Graz-Austria in May 1985
It is organized by Sabine Krischan and P?ichi Zinganel, two students of
architecture, who sometimes like to do anything else than architecture,
for example video-art .
In order to force ourselves to look around. what's going on in video
we found the festival in May .
Then we found (from "to find") an organisation to support us by allowing
us to use the office,the telephone and the secretary and by paying us
the letters and copies and so on . It is the official Austrian-StudentsRenresentation-Organisation, that's why there is a bird on this letter .
And finall-j we found some artists who help us to arrange the Program-m :
Peter Weibel
Zelko b-77iener, friend and partner of Robert Adrian X ( BLIX )
both from Vienna and Richard Krische, who lives in Graz .
Besides we have a friend and representative in New York, called Lugus .
Now we start a tour around all those institutes, we have to find and
-Found partners and co-organizers and all those stupid constructions
for getting money, because the politicians suppose us to be too young
to be able to organize something like that .
Nevertheless we stay optimistic!
To the programm and your lecture :
+ we want all who speak to show tapes ( the best we can get )
+ we'd like to know, which tapes you wanna show incl .short description
+ which tapes do you have or/and are to be organized
+ maybe it's less complicated to take them all from Michael Bock, Berlin
except the very new, you take with you from the States
+ what else is to be organized . . . .
some more pages following. . .

90 % aller Studenten erhalten kein Stipendium
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HOCHSCHULERSCHAFT A'
TECHNISCHEN UNIVERSITAT I~
KCSRPERSCHAFT OFFENTLICHEN RECHTS

Steina Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87 501
USA

8010 Graz, Rechbauerstrage 12
Telefon-Nr . (0 316) 74 0 13
Bankverbindung : CreditanstaltBankverein Graz Nr . 88-67384/00
Unser Zeichen : Kul tur . /Kri .
Graz, am
25 . April 1985

Vi deofesti val Graz, Mai

1985

Dear Steina!
A The concept of the main program of our festival is the confrontation
and comparison of two generations working on video-arts (as a result of
different generations we suppose, that there are different opinions) .
As video is considered a young medium, those who started working with it
and were decisive in developing and exploring the possibilities of the medium (contrasting to TV at that time) have not lost their power and importance now .
But don't you think, that their point of view and their access concerning
the medium differs from that of the younger artists, who started to deal
with video, since the strongest protest against TV (and its mostly stressed
ability to direct one's continuous attention on it) became an exploded view?
It is interesting for us, if there can be seen a developement in points of
view and works besides technical improvement .
We imagine each of the artists invited as lectureres to present his/her own
work in consideration/context of general developement of video-arts, exspecially for you to describe the technical and electronical inventions and improvements and their influence in the expectations for the future (your personal view) .
B It is immpossible for us to realize the installation you offered, because
at first, we can hardley afford the technical equipment and seccond, we don't
want to put your installation in contrast to the work of the young artists,
maybe the difference could be seen to easyly . Further it would not fit too
well in our concept (that is "video-pioneers" are to speak and to quote the
generally situation of videoarts from the beginning up to now plus the future
aspect and those who did not work from the early start and are not that experienced, in speaking too, are to do installations) .
So we hope, you'll understand the reasons we are unable to present your installation .
We are waiting for you to call from Vienna (maybe you can write us your adress
in Vienna and the date of your presence, so we'll call you as early as necessary) . If you need a treaty or some special kind of agreement, please let us
know . Date and hour of your lecture we fixed : 17th of May, 19 .00 MET .
After your lecture and after a break Richard K
will speak .
Think, that is the most important for now, there shouldn't be (m)any troubles .
Sincerley

n

